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Positronium beam formation and manipulation are required in several fundamental experiments.17

Efficient positron/positronium conversion in transmission configuration would offer important ge-18

ometrical advantages over the reflection one for these applications. A novel type of transmission19

positron/positronium converters, which consists of silicon membranes with pass-through nanochan-20

nels, was produced and tested. The amount of forward emitted positronium was studied as a21

function of the thickness of the membranes and the nanochannel size. A maximum of, at least, (1622

± 4) % of positrons implanted in (3.5 ± 0.5) µm thick membrane with nanochannel size of 5-8 nm23

were found to be forward emitted as positronium. A similar maximum amount of, at least, (16 ± 5)24

%, was found to be emitted from a membrane (7.7 ± 1.3) µm thick with nanochannel size of 7-1025

nm. A preliminary evaluation shows that the maximum amount of forward emitted positronium26

with the entire kinetic energy distribution below 1 eV is, at least, 9 % of the positrons implanted27

in the (3.5 ± 0.5) µm thick membrane.28

PACS numbers: 36.10.Dr, 78.70.Bj, 61.46.w29

I. INTRODUCTION30

Positronium (Ps) [1, 2] is the bound state of an electron31

and its antiparticle, the positron (e+). This makes it the32

lightest purely leptonic matter/antimatter atom. It lends33

itself to a range of fields as a key testing ground for stud-34

ies of quantum electrodynamics (QED) [3], astrophysics35

[4], and matter/antimatter symmetries [5]. Ps can exist36

in two ground states: the singlet state, para-positronium37

(p-Ps, total spin 0, formation probability 1/4) and the38

triplet state, ortho-positronium (o-Ps, total spin 1, for-39

mation probability 3/4). In vacuum, p-Ps decays into40

2γ-rays with a mean lifetime of 125 ps, while o-Ps decays41

into 3γ-rays with a mean lifetime of 142 ns.42

Ps can be obtained by implanting positrons with an en-43

ergy of a few keV into solids [6, 7]. In metals and semi-44

conductors, Ps can be formed only at the surface because,45

in the bulk, the electron density is such as to hinder a46

stable positron-electron bond [8]. On the opposite, in47

large band gap dielectrics, thanks to the reduced density48

of free electrons, Ps formation can occur also in the bulk49

∗ Corresponding authors: b.rienaecker@cern.ch, Mari-
azzi@science.unitn.it

[8, 9]. From such materials, both Ps formed in the bulk50

and reaching the surface and Ps formed directly at the51

surface can be emitted into vacuum [10]. Thanks to this52

double formation channel, silica has a high e+/Ps con-53

version efficiency with an emission from its surface up to54

84 % of the implanted e+ [9]. By exploiting this silica55

characteristic, efficient sources of Ps have been recently56

developed by synthetizing either silica-based disordered57

porous systems [11–13] or oxidized nanochanneled sili-58

con targets [14, 15]. These systems present a very high59

surface-area-to-volume ratio and a large fraction of im-60

planted e+ can be emitted into the cavities as Ps with61

a typical energy of the order of a few eV [10]. While62

p-Ps annihilates in a short time due to its reduced life-63

time, o-Ps can diffuse along the interconnected cavities64

and eventually be emitted into the vacuum [13, 14]. In65

each collision with the surface of the cavity, Ps loses a66

fraction of its energy [16, 17] and Ps reaching the vacuum67

can have an energy significantly lower than the initial one68

[12, 15, 17–21]. In each collision there is the probability69

that Ps undergoes to the so called pick-off annihilation70

in which the e+ of Ps annihilates with an electron of the71

medium [6]. Pick-off annihilations decrease the quantity72

of Ps out-diffusing into vacuum.73

Up to now, most of the efforts have been focused on74

the realization of silica-based nanostructured e+/Ps con-75
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TABLE I. Burst current and time duration of the etching needed to detach a membrane with a surface larger than ∼(6 x 6)
mm as a function of the duration time of the primary anodization. Successful detachment in white cells, tested no detachment
in light grey cells and not tested combinations in dark grey cells.

verters in reflection geometry, i.e. Ps emitted from the76

same surface into which positrons are implanted [13, 14].77

Only in recent years, first silica-based nanostructured78

e+/Ps converters in transmission geometry (i.e. Ps emit-79

ted from the opposite side of the target with respect to80

the e+ implantation) have been developed by deposition81

of an ultraporous silica thin film onto a 20 nm amor-82

phous carbon foil [22–24]. Previously, small amounts of83

very fast Ps (kinetic energy of tens of eV) in transmis-84

sion mode were achieved by employing gas cells [25, 26],85

C films [27] and Na-coated W thin films followed by pho-86

todetachment of the produced Ps− [28].87

The transmission geometry is very promising for all ex-88

periments where Ps has to be further transported and89

Ps beams have to be formed. For instance, this is the90

case of the use of Ps for the creation and studies of91

electron−positron plasmas in a stellarator [29], direct92

tests of the gravitational free-fall on Ps [30–34], and93

antihydrogen production via charge exchange reaction94

in which Ps atoms excited to Rydberg levels interact95

with an antiproton plasma [35–37]. However, the present96

transmission e+/Ps converters [22] are not yet competi-97

tive with reflection targets in terms of Ps yield (fraction98

of Ps formed and emitted into the vacuum per implanted99

e+) and Ps cooling. Until now, the yield of Ps in trasmis-100

sion silica-based nanostructured targets was found to be101

up to ∼9 % while it is up to ∼45 % in reflection con-102

verters [23, 38]. The development of different types of103

transmission converters with higher yield would be ben-104

eficial for all the above mentioned experiments.105

In the present work, we study the Ps forward emission106

from a novel type of transmission e+/Ps converters con-107

sisting of thin membranes with pass-through nanochan-108

nels. The Ps emission in transmission was observed109

and investigated via Positron Annihilation Spectroscopy110

(PAS). Depth profiled 3γ-2γ annihilation ratio measure-111

ments (3γ-PAS) were performed with a continuous e+
112

beam to estimate the amount of forward emitted Ps. The113

thickness of the membranes was tuned between ∼ 3.5 µm114

and ∼ 24 µm, while the nanochannel size was tuned be-115

tween 5-8 nm and 7-10 nm by subsequent oxidation and116

re-etching [14]. The thickness of the membranes and the117

nanochannel size were characterized via Scanning Elec-118

tron Microscopy (SEM) measurements. Their densities119

were estimated via interferometric analysis.120

II. EXPERIMENTAL121

A. Transmission e+/Ps converters122

Transmission positron/positronium converters were123

synthetized by electrochemical etching of silicon p-type124

wafers (111) with resistivity 0.1-1.5 Ω cm. Porous layers125

of different thickness were produced by appling an etch-126

ing current of 10 mA/cm2 and varying the anodization127

time. At the end of the etching treatment the porous lay-128

ers were detached from the substrate by appling a strong129

current burst that completely dissolves the bottom sili-130

con layer surrounding the etched area [39, 40]. The burst131

of current produces an empty cavity at the between the132

porous layer and the underlying bulk silicon wafer with-133

out altering the overlying porous structure. The actual134

experimental parameters to detach the membranes heav-135

ily depend on chemo-physical details (eg. silicon dop-136

ing and orientation, porosity of the already etched re-137

gion, composition of the etching solution). Once they138

are fixed, a reliable strategy can be derived using the ap-139

proach detailed in Ref.[41]. After detaching, membranes140

with pass-through nanochannels with different thickness141

are obtained. The etching solution was realized by adding142

absolute ethanol to a commercial aqueous solution at 48143

% of HF with a volume ratio of 1 : 3 = HF : ethanol. The144

anodization was performed at room temperature. Sev-145

eral membranes were produced by varying the anodiza-146

tion time from 500 s up to 3000 s. The anodization time147

is expected to be the most important parameter in the148
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determination of the thickness of the porous layer [42].149

The current of the burst used for the detachment was150

varied between 240 mA and 3 A and its time duration151

between 24 s and 90 s, depending on the primary etching152

time (see TABLE I). The burst values have been carefully153

chosen to guarantee the detachment of membranes with154

a surface larger than around (6 x 6) mm. The detached155

membranes were then laid on a grating with 90 % of156

transparency, cleaned in absolute ethanol > 99.8 % and157

oxidized in air at 100 ◦C for 2 hours. As demonstrated in158

previous works [15, 21], a fine tuning of the nanochannel159

diameter can be obtained by different number of etchings160

in the HF solution for 1 minute and re-oxidation in air at161

100 ◦C for 2 h. Each etching process introduces tensile162

stresses on the membrane that can fragment the sam-163

ple [43]. The survival of the membranes to the re-etching164

and re-oxidation cycles was tested. Membranes produced165

with an anodization time longer than 750 s survived to a166

single re-etching and re-oxidation cycle. Only the target167

anodized for 3000 s survived to the second re-etching and168

re-oxidation cycle.169

B. 3γ-2γ annihilation ratio measurements170

The Ps formation and Ps emission into vacuum171

were studied via 3γ-2γ annihilation ratio spectroscopy172

performed with a continuous positron beam [44]. With173

this technique it is possible to extract, as a function of174

the positron implantation energy, E, the fraction F3γ(E)175

of e+ stopped by the target forming Ps and annihilating176

into 3γ. The depth profiling of the fraction F3γ(E)177

was carried out by implanting in the grounded target178

positrons with energy ranging from 1.5 to 26 keV. A high179

purity germanium detector (HPGe) placed at a distance180

of 3.5 cm from the targets was used to detect the181

gamma rays generated by direct e+ annihilations and Ps182

annihilations. The efficiency of the HPGe detector was183

45 % while its energy resolution at 511 keV was 1.4 keV184

[45]. The distribution of the annihilation γ-ray energy185

(Eγ) was subdivided into two regions: the 511 keV186

peak area (P ) prevalently ascribable to 2γ annihilations187

(|511− Eγ | ≤ 4.25 keV) and the valley area (V ), given188

by o-Ps 3γ annihilations (410 ≤ Eγ ≤ 500 keV). At189

least three spectra were acquired for each energy; the190

average P (E) and V (E) parameters were calculated191

and the standard deviation was set as error bar. The192

3γ -2γ ratio of Ps, R(E) = V (E)/P (E) parameter,193

was calculated as the ratio between the valley area and194

the peak area at each positron implantation energy E.195

The R(E) parameter was calibrated by measuring the196

Ps formation in a Ge crystal at 1000 K [45–47]. The197

calibrated fraction of positrons implanted in the target198

annihilating as o-Ps is given by the equation [45, 47, 48]:199

200

F3γ(E) =
3

4

[
1 +

P1(R1 −R(E))

P0(R(E)−R0)

]−1

(1)201

202

where R1 (100 % positronium formation) is the value203

obtained by extrapolating to zero implantation energy204

the R(E) curve measured in Ge held at 1000 K. R0 (0205

% positronium formation) is the value of R(E) at the206

highest positron implantation energy: in the bulk of Ge,207

no Ps can be formed due to the high electron density.208

P0 and P1 are the values of the 511 keV peak area209

obtained at 0 % and 100 % Ps formation, respectively.210

The error in calibration, due to both 0 % and 100 %211

evaluation, was previously shown to cause only a small212

overestimation of F3γ(E) with respect to the actual Ps213

fraction. The error was evaluated to be less than 3.5214

% [47]. The vacuum chamber, where the target was215

placed, had the same geometry in front of the target and216

behind it. The target was mounted in front of the HPGe217

detector, perpendicular to its surface and aligned with218

the center of the detector itself (see the Appendix for a219

schematic representation of the target region). With this220

geometry, the detector probes the region in front of the221

target and the one behind it with the same solid angle.222

Thanks to this symmetry, the calibration performed with223

the Ge crystal only measuring Ps emitted in reflection224

configuration holds also for Ps emitted in transmission.225

Positrons implanted in the targets quickly thermal-226

ize attaining a depth distribution that can be modeled227

in the first approximation by a Makhovian profile [49–53]:228

229

P (z, E) = − d

dz
e
−
( z
z0

)2
(2)230

231

where z is the positron implantation depth and z0 is232

a parameter defining the implantation profile shape in233

Makhov’s parametrization that is related to the mean234

positron implantation depth z̄ through the relation235

z0 = 2z̄√
π

. Finally, the mean positron implantation depth236

z̄ (in nm) is related to the positron implantation energy,237

E (in keV), through the equation z̄ = 40
ρ E

1.6, where ρ238

is the material density (in g/cm3) [54]. Monte-Carlo239

simulations have recently shown the applicability of240

this Makhovian profile approximation to evaluate the241

positron implantation profile in nanochanneled silicon242

targets [53]. The density of bulk silicon is 2.33 g/cm3
243

while the mass density ρ of the present membranes244

is decreased by the presence of nanochannels and it245

is evaluated with the method described in the next246

paragraph.247

248

C. SEM pictures and interferometric analysis249

The thickness of the converters was evaluated by250

acquisition of SEM images of the side of the detached251

membranes with a high resolution JEOL JSM-7001F252

thermal field emission Scanning Electron Microscope253

(SEM). SEM images of the surface of etched and re-254

etched samples were used to estimate the nanochannel255

size. To evaluate the surface area occupied by nanochan-256

nels, the software Fiji was used [55]. The nanochannels257
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are characterized by a reduction of the image brightness258

with respect to the not-etched surface and the software259

allowed to determine the occupied area with an error260

of 3 %, recognized as interval of typical brightness for261

nanochannels.262

The density of etched and re-etched membranes was263

estimated from interferometric analysis using a Cary5000264

instrument equipped with the near normal reflectance265

tool. From the (baseline-corrected) reflectance spectra,266

the optical thickness (nd) is measured, where n is the267

sample refractive index and d is the membrane physical268

thickness. Spectra were acquired in the visible range269

(800-300 nm) and the optical thickness was calculated270

as the average value from multiple periods (at least 6).271

nd is given by the equation:272

273

d =
N

2W (n2 − (sinθ)2)0.5
(3)274

275

that can be approximated to normal incidence to nd =276

N/(2W ), given the small incline of the beam (θ = 5◦). In277

the equation, N represents the number of considered pe-278

riods and W is the wavenumber spectral region spanned279

by N . The refractive index of the membrane was calcu-280

lated by deviding the measured optical thickness by the281

sample thickness known from SEM pictures. The den-282

sity of the membrane is then derived using Bruggeman283

approximation: n = nairfair + nSi(1 − fair), where fair284

represents the fraction of porosity, nair = 1 is the air re-285

fractive index, and nSi ∼ 3.8 the one of Silicon [56]. The286

density of the membrane is finally calculated as (1−fair)287

× 2.33 g/cm3.288

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION289

A. Estimation of the membranes thickness and290

density291

The SEM picture of the side of the membrane produced292

with 500 s of primary etching is reported, as an exam-293

ple, in Fig.1a. This membrane is (3.5 ± 0.5) µm thick.294

The reported uncertainty corresponds to the maximum295

semi-dispersion of the membrane thickness, which is not296

perfectly uniform alongside the layer. The error was eval-297

uated for each membrane sampling a surface larger than298

(6 x 6) mm. The increase of the etching time makes299

the resulting membrane thicker (Fig.1b). In the thickest300

membranes, an augment of the thickness inhomogeneity301

was observed with a consequent increase of the associ-302

ated error bar (Fig.1b). The average thicknesses and303

their maximum semi-dispersion as a function of the etch-304

ing time are summarized in TABLE II.305

Hereafter, the target will be labeled according to their306

average thickness. The SEM picture of the surfaces of 24307

µm converters after one etching cycle and one re-etching308

cycle are reported in Fig.2. According to the pictures of309

Fig.2, the size of the nanochannels is on average between310

5-8 nm and 7-10 nm for etched and one time re-etched311

FIG. 1. Panel a), SEM image of the side of the membrane
produced with an etching time of 500 s. The found distance
between the front and the back surface is reported. The asso-
ciated error corresponds to the maximum semi-dispersion of
the thickness alongside the sample (see text). Panel b), be-
havior of the membrane thickness as a function of the etching
time.

samples, respectively.312

Interferometric analysis indicate a fraction of porosity313

fair=0.46 ± 0.02 and fair=0.52 ± 0.06 for etched and314

re-etched membranes, respectively. The corresponding315

densities are (1−fair)× 2.33 g/cm3=1.3± 0.1 g/cm3 and316

1.1 ± 0.2 g/cm3 for the etched and re-etched membranes,317

respectively.318

TABLE II. Measured average membrane thickness as a func-
tion of the etching time. The associated error is represented
by the maximum semi-dispersion.

FIG. 2. SEM images of the surface of the targets produced
with an etching time of 3000 s: panel a) etched sample and
panel b) sample after one re-etching.

B. o-Ps fraction vs. membrane thickness319

The fraction F3γ(E) of positronium annihilating via320

3γ vs. positron implantation energy, E, is shown in321

Fig.3a for the thickest membranes produced with an322
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etching cycle ((14.3 ± 2.0) µm, (14.9 ± 4.0) µm, and323

(24 ± 8) µm). The reported error bars are statistical324

errors calculated by propagating the standard deviation325

on R(E) parameter. F3γ(E) tops out at E ∼ 3-3.5326

keV in the target of 24 µm and at around 2 keV in327

the membranes of 14.9 µm and 14.3 µm. At lower328

E, F3γ(E) shows a slight decrease coming from the329

combination of two processes: i) the presence of a330

lower Ps formation in the proximity of the front surface331

of the target due to Spur Ps formation process [57]332

and ii) the escaping from the nanochannels of Ps that333

experienced only few collisions with the nanochannels334

walls and hence with a high kinetic energy. A fraction335

of these Ps atoms travels a few centimeters away from336

the HPGe detectors before self-annihilation and some337

annihilation events are not detected. This is shown338

in detail in the Appendix where a Monte-Carlo study339

of the detection efficiency vs. Ps emission energy in340

our set-up is reported. The differences in the F3γ(E)341

at low energy in the three considered targets could be342

ascribable to a change in the characteristic of the sample343

surface, such as its roughness, due to the different time344

duration of the anodization process [58]. Above E ∼345

3 keV, the three F3γ(E) curves overlap pointing out346

the same structure (namely density and dimension)347

of the nanochannels. At growing energies, the three348

curves show a monotonic decrease due to the gradual349

increase of the Ps fraction annihilating via pick-off with350

an electron of the nanochannel walls. This causes the351

reduction of the Ps fraction able to back diffuse towards352

the front face of the membranes and be emitted into353

the vacuum. The behavior of the F3γ(E) curves of the354

thickest membranes is perfectly compatible with the355

one previously observed by measuring Ps in reflection356

geometry from nanochannels ending with a Si bulk357

substrate [14, 15, 21]. Indeed, Ps emission from the back358

surface of these thick membranes is expected to give359

a negligible contribution to the F3γ parameter for two360

concurring reasons. The first one is that, even at 26 keV361

of implantation energy, less than 3 % of positrons are362

expected to stop at a depth above 12 µm. The second363

one is related to the value of the Ps diffusion length.364

The diffusion length can be extracted by fitting the365

F3γ(E) curves, in the region of the monotonic decrease,366

with the diffusion model described in Ref.[14]. F3γ(E)367

data for E <3.5 keV were not considered in the fit368

because affected by the aforementioned influence of the369

front surface and presence of emitted undetected Ps370

(effects i) and ii)). The best fit of the F3γ(E) data371

measured in the target of 24 µm is reported in Fig.3a.372

It gives a diffusion lenght of (760 ± 80) nm. Within373

the errors, similar Ps diffusion length values were found374

by fitting the F3γ(E) curves of the 14.9 and 14.3 µm375

membranes. With this diffusion length, even Ps formed376

above 12 µm has low probability to reach the back377

surface of the membrane and escape into the vacuum.378

Althought the diffusion model used for the fit considers379

only Ps emitted in reflection and Ps annihilating via 3γ380

inside the nanochannels but no emission in transmission,381

the agreement between experimental data and the model382

reported in Fig.3a is very good. This gives an a poste-383

riori confirmation that the amount of Ps emitted into384

vacuum from the back surface of these thick membranes385

is negligible.386

The scenario changes if we observe the F3γ(E) curves387

measured in the thinnest membranes. In Fig.3b, the388

F3γ(E) curves measured in the membranes of 3.5 µm,389

5.0 µm, 6.3 µm, and 7.7 µm are compared to the one390

corresponding to the target of 24 µm. In the target of391

7.7 µm, the F3γ(E) curve follows the behavior of the392

ones of the thickest target up to around E = 13 keV.393

Between 13 keV and 20 keV, the curve shows higher394

values than the ones observed in 24 µm target pointing395

out an excess of 3γ annihilations that is consistent with396

Ps emitted from the back surface and annihilating into397

vacuum. For E > 20 keV, the F3γ values drop below398

the ones measured in the 24 µm target. This behavior is399

due to a progressive increase of the fraction of implanted400

positrons that cross the membrane and by Ps emitted401

in transmission which fly away from the sample. These402

undetected events modify the proportion between counts403

in the valley, V (E), and in the peak area, P (E) (see404

section III.C). For targets thinner than 7.7 µm, the405

crossing of positrons through the membranes starts to406

be no more negligible. In the 7.7 µm target, it amounts407

to more than 20 % of e+ implanted with an energy of 26408

keV.409

410

By reducing the thickness of the membrane, the Ps411

emission in transmission occurs at progressively lower412

positron implantation energy and its signal progressively413

increases. The vertical arrows in Fig.3b mark the central414

position of the excess in the F3γ signal for each mem-415

brane. In the membrane of 6.3 µm, the excess of 3γ416

annihilations is centered around E = 12 keV while it oc-417

curs at around E = 11 keV in the membranes of 5.0 µm418

and at ∼9.5 keV in the one of 3.5 µm. A quantification419

of the amount of Ps emitted in transmission (as well as420

in reflection at low E) cannot be obtained directly by421

the measured F3γ(E) curves without correcting them for422

the undetected fraction of Ps atoms [14]. In the next423

paragraph the method to correct the data is reported.424

C. Correction of o-Ps fraction425

The evaluation of the quantity of undetected Ps426

emitted from the targets, both in reflection and in427

transmission, can be obtained by analyzing the values428

of P (E) and V (E) measured in each membrane as a429

function of E [14].430

In Fig.4, we report the sum of counts in the peak and431

in the valley areas in the unit of time, P (E) + V (E), as432

measured in a virgin silicon sample and in the targets of433

7.7 µm and 24 µm, chosen to represent membranes with434

and without Ps emission in transmission, respectively.435
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FIG. 3. Panel a): o-Ps, F3γ , vs. positron implantation en-
ergy E for the membranes of 24 µm (up triangle), 14.9 µm
(empty up triangle) and 14.3 µm (empty square). The con-
tinuous line through the points of the target of 24 µm is the
best fit obtained by the diffusion model described in Ref.[14]
(see text). Panel b): o-Ps, F3γ , vs. positron implantation
energy E for the membranes of 24 µm (up triangle), 7.7 µm
(down triangle), 6.3 µm (diamond), 5.0 µm (square), and 3.5
µm (circle). The vertical arrows mark the excess of 3γ anni-
hilations attributable to the Ps emission in transmission (see
text). Statistical errors are reported.

Thanks to the flat transmission function of the apparatus436

[44], the P (E) + V (E) values measured in silicon are437

constant in the used range of e+ implantation energy.438

The P (E) + V (E) curve measured in the membrane of439

24 µm has a different behavior. It starts from very low440

values and then increases gradually with the increase of441

positron implantation energy. At high E,P (E) + V (E)442

approaches a constant value slightly lower than the one443

observed in silicon. The loss of counts with respect to444

silicon is due to two effects:445

a) gammas from 3γ Ps annihilations with Eγ out both446

of the selected peak and valley windows,447

b) emission of Ps or positrons into the vacuum that448

fly away from the target and are detected with lower449

efficiency by the detector.450

At low E, in the membrane of 24 µm, both a) and b)451

contribute to the loss of counts. On the opposite, at452

high energy, the effect a) is predominant because, due453

to the Ps diffusion length in the present nanochannels454

(see Sec.III.B), no emission of Ps flying far away from455

the target, neither from the front nor the back surface,456

can occur and no e+ diffusion along the nanochannels457

into the vacuum is expected [14].458

The P (E) + V (E) curve measured in the target of 7.7459

µm is similar to the one of the thickest membrane up to460

around 16 keV but, at higher E, the P (E)+V (E) values461

start to decrease again. This deviation indicates the462

presence of both undetected Ps emitted in transmission463

and e+ crossing the membrane.464

Quantitatively, in a target with Ps formation, the counts465

in the peak and in the valley can be written as:466

467

P (E) = PSi −Nescaped(E)−N2γ3γ(E)

V (E) = VSi +
N2γ3γ(E)

α

(4)468

469

Where PSi and VSi are the constant values of the peak470

and valley areas measured in virgin silicon in the unit of471

time, N2γ3γ(E) is the number of counts that disappear472

from the peak area due to 3γ Ps annihilations and α473

is a constant parameter which takes into account the474

fraction of N2γ3γ(E) recorded in the valley area. Finally,475

Nescaped(E) is the number of counts that disappear from476

the peak area due to undetected emitted Ps atoms or e+.477

478

FIG. 4. Sum of the counts in the peak and in the valley area
(P+V ) in the unit of time vs. positron implantation energy as
measured in a virgin silicon sample (square), in the target 24
µm (up triangle) and in the one 7.7 µm thick (down triangle).
Inset: P (E) vs. V (E) curves in the unit of time measured in
the membranes of 7.7 µm and 24 µm. The continuous line
is the best fit of the linear part of the curve measured in the
thickest target (see text). Statistical errors are smaller than
the size of the symbols.

In the inset of Fig.4, we report the curves P (E) vs.479

V (E) measured in the membranes of 24 µm and 7.7 µm.480

In the case of the thickest membrane, for high positron481

implantation energy (roughly above 6 keV), all the data482
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FIG. 5. Lost counts per second due to all the escape channels, Nescaped(E), positrons crossing the membrane, Ne+(E), and
undetected Ps atoms escaping from the target region, NPs(E), for the target of 7.7 µm (panel a), 6.3 µm (panel b), 5.0 µm
(panel c), and 3.5 µm (panel d) (see text). Statistical errors are reported.

lie along a straight line. This arises from the previously483

mentioned fact that, Ps formed deep in the nanochannels484

has very low probability to reach the surfaces of the485

membrane with high kinetic energy and no e+ emission486

into the vacuum is expected. Consequently, Nescaped(E)487

is negligible and, according to Eq.(4), one finds the488

linear relationship P (E) = PSi − αV (E) + αVSi. Fitting489

the linear part of the P (E) vs. V (E) curve, the term α490

can be evaluated as 2.05 ± 0.06. The two terms VSi and491

PSi are known from the measurement in virgin silicon492

and they amount to 45 ± 2 and 304 ± 2, respectively.493

Deviations of the P (E) vs. V (E) curve from the linear-494

ity, like the ones shown by the 7.7 µm target both at low495

and at high E, indicate the presence of Nescaped(E) 6= 0.496

By solving the system given by Eq.(4), one can obtain497

the lost counts per second:498

499

Nescaped(E) = PSi − P (E)− α[V (E)− VSi] (5)500

501

where α[V (E)− VSi] = N2γ3γ(E).502

The Nescaped(E) curve for the target of 7.7 µm is503

reported in Fig.5a while the ones relative to the mem-504

branes of 6.3 µm, 5.0 µm and 3.5 µm are reported in505

the panels 5b, 5c, and 5d, respectively. The Nescaped(E)506

curves have a similar behavior in all the thin mem-507

branes. The curves start from a value of around 50508

counts per seconds at very low E then quickly decrease509

approaching zero counts per second for E > 5 keV. In510

principle, the signal at low E can be attributed to the511

emission in reflection of undetected Ps, the presence of512

backscattered positrons and the reemission of epithermal513

positrons. However, as discussed in Ref.[14], the last514

two contributions are expected to be negligible in our515

low Z - Si/SiO2 systems. Thus, the Nescaped(E) signal516

at low E is entirely ascribable to undetected Ps emitted517

in reflection.518

From 5 keV up to 10-15 keV (depending on the thickness519

of the membrane), the Nescaped(E) values are very low,520

pointing out neither backward or forward reemission521

of undetected Ps and e+. Differently, at high E,522

Nescaped(E) values show a quick increase. The amount523

of lost counts due to forward reemitted e+ positrons,524

Ne+(E), can be estimated by integrating the Makhovian525

profile of Eq.(2) beyond the membrane thickness and526

normalizing for the maximum amount of two γ-ray527

decays that corresponds to the measured term PSi. The528

number of undetected Ps can be estimated as:529

530

NPs(E) = Nescaped(E)−Ne+(E) (6).531

532

The Ne+(E) and NPs(E) curves for the targets of 7.7533

µm, 6.3 µm, 5.0 µm, and 3.5 µm are reported in Fig.5a,534

5b, 5c, and 5d, respectively.535

The reported errors on Ne+(E) come out from the un-536
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FIG. 6. F3γ(E) measured curves and F3γ(E) corrected curves for the target of 7.7 µm (panel a), 6.3 µm (panel b), 5.0 µm
(panel c), and 3.5 µm (panel d). F3γ(E) corrected curves were calculated taking into account the presence of undetected Ps
atoms, NPs(E) (see text). The F3γ(E) curve measured in the target of 24 µm is reported as reference of a membrane without
Ps emission in transmission. The homogeneous colored bands visually represent the excess of signal in each F3γ(E) corrected
curve with respect to the corresponding measured one. The excess of signal of the F3γ(E) measured curve of each target with
respect to the one of the 24 µm target is marked with a parallel lines pattern. See the text for the physical interpretation of
the two regions. The error bars are not reported for clarity.

certainties on the thickness and the density of each mem-537

brane (see Sec.III.A) on the Makovian profile. The errors538

on NPs(E) are the results of the propagation of the er-539

rors on Ne+(E) and Nescaped(E). The Ne+(E) curves540

are null at low E and rise at high positron implantation541

energy. This rise starts at lower energy decreasing the542

membrane thickness. For high E in the two thinnest tar-543

gets, Ne+ tends to be larger than Nescaped. This would544

indicate a slight underestimation of the measured values545

of the density or the thickness of these two membranes.546

However, the large errors on Ne+ at high E and the sub-547

stantial compatibility of Ne+ and Nescaped do not allow548

any strong statement. The NPs(E) curves show value549

higher than zero below E ∼ 5 keV pointing out the pres-550

ence of undetected Ps backward emitted, in agreement551

with what is found in backscattering converters [14]. Be-552

tween 5 keV and 12 keV, NPs(E) value is close to zero553

and it increases again above E = 12 keV. This behavior is554

consistent with the forward emission of undetected Ps in555

addition to the detected fraction discussed in Sec.III.B.556

While in the thickest membrane NPs(E) values show just557

a slight decrease at high E, in the thinnest ones NPs(E)558

reaches a maximum before decreasing again. This max-559

imum occurs at E ∼ 17 keV, E ∼ 16 keV, and E ∼560

14 keV, for the targets of 6.3 µm, 5.0 µm, and 3.5 µm,561

respectively. The decrease in the NPs(E) values is due562

to the increasing fraction of e+ piercing the target, i.e.563

without the possibility to produce Ps.564

By adding NPs(E) counts, weighted by the term α, to565

the valley area in the R(E) parameter, one can correct566

the measured F3γ(E) for the not detected Ps atoms. In567

Fig.6, we report the measured F3γ(E) curves and the cor-568

rected ones for the targets of 7.7 µm (panel a), 6.3 µm569

(panel b), 5.0 µm (panel c), and 3.5 µm (panel d). The570

F3γ(E) curve measured in the target 24 µm thick, that571

does not emit Ps in transmission, is reported as reference.572

The corrected F3γ(E) curves, including the not counted573

backward and forward escaping Ps, shows a slight in-574

crease of the values at low energy (below E ∼ 5 keV)575

and a more evident increase at high energy with respect576

to the measured F3γ(E) curves. The amount and the dy-577

namic of the increase at low e+ implantation energy are578

quite similar in all the targets while the increase at high579

E is dependent on the thickness of the membrane and580
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FIG. 7. Measured (full symbols) and total amounts (measured+ corrected amounts) (empty symbols) of o-Ps 3γ annihilations
generated by Ps emitted from the membranes of 7.7 µm (panel a), 6.3 µm (panel b), 5.0 µm (panel c), and 3.5 µm (panel d).
The vertical lines mark the energy above which the contribution due to undetected Ps emitted in reflection vanishes and the
entire signal can be ascribed to Ps emission in transmission. The measured amount of Ps emitted in transmission is marked
with a parallel lines pattern while the corrected amount is marked with homogeneous color according to the code of Fig.6.
Statistical errors are reported. See text for details.

starts at progressively lower E decreasing the thickness581

of the membrane. At higher e+ implantation energy, the582

corrected F3γ(E) values show a decrease, that makes the583

curves approaching the measured curves. This decrease584

is due to the already discussed increase of e+ crossing the585

target to the detriment of Ps formation (Fig.5).586

D. Estimation of o-Ps emission in transmission587

Let us now estimate the amount of Ps emitted in588

transmission from the present membranes. As seen in589

Sec.III.B, no forward Ps emission is expected from the590

target 24 µm thick. Thus, the F3γ values measured in591

this target at each E have to be enterely ascribed to592

Ps backward emitted and Ps annihilating via 3γ inside593

the nanochannels. The F3γ(E) curves measured in the594

thinnest targets present an excess of signal with respect595

to the one measured in the target 24 µm thick. This ex-596

cess is attributable to the emission of Ps in transmission597

and it is marked with a parallel lines pattern in Fig.6.598

The amount of the marked region (in the following re-599

ferred to as measured amount) has to be interpreted as600

a lower limit of the amount of forward emitted Ps because601

some Ps atoms, that at a given E annihilate via 3γ in-602

side the nanochannels in the thick target, could reach the603

backward surface before self-annihilation being emitted604

in transmission from the thinnest targets. This contribu-605

tion is expected to be negligible at low E where implanted606

positrons are at large distance from the back face of the607

target and becomes more important with the increase of608

E. For instance, according to Eq.(2), less than 0.1 % of609

e+ implanted at E = 5 keV are beyond the half thickness610

of the 3.5 µm target, i.e. closer to the back face than the611

front one. At E = 10 keV, this fraction is around 20 %612

and only above E = 13 keV it reaches 50 %. Moreover,613

the F3γ(E) measured values do not take into account614

the undetected events, NPs(E), discussed in the previ-615

ous paragraph. The corrected F3γ(E) curves, calculated616

by considering also the lost counts, NPs(E), are shown in617

Fig.6. The difference between the F3γ(E) curve with and618

without correction for each target represents the amount619

of undetected Ps emitted from the target both in reflec-620

tion and in transmission. This amount is referred in the621

following as corrected amount and it is marked with a622

homogeneous coloration in Fig.6.623

In Fig.7, we report the so found measured amounts624

of Ps emitted in transmission and the total amounts625
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(measured+corrected amounts) for each membrane.626

Also in this plot, the measured amount of Ps emitted627

in transmission is marked with a parallel lines pattern628

while the corrected amount is marked with homogeneous629

color.630

As discussed in Sec.III.C, the effect of undetected Ps631

emitted in reflection vanishes above ∼5 keV. In Fig.7, a632

vertical dashed line marks this limit above which the be-633

havior of the reported corrected curves has to be entirely634

attributed to Ps emission in transmission. The maxi-635

mum measured and total amounts of forward emitted636

Ps and the corresponding positron implantation energies637

are summarized in TABLE III. The found values indi-638

cate that, both maximum measured and total amount639

increase by reducing the membrane thickness and in each640

membrane the peak of the total amount occurs at higher641

E with respect to the peak of the measured one. Both642

the results are consistent with the fact that, in trans-643

mission targets, Ps formed by positron implanted at low644

E has to travel a long path in the nanochannels to reach645

the back surface and it is eventually emitted into the vac-646

uum with low energy, being detected by HPGe detector647

with a good efficiency. On the opposite, Ps formed by648

e+ implanted with higher E has to travel for a shorter649

path in the nanochannels experiencing only an incom-650

plete cooling. Consequently, they annihilate far from the651

target and some annihilation events are not detected (see652

Appendix). The curves in Fig.7 show that a significant653

amount of Ps is emitted in transmission by all the present654

membranes. The maximum amount of forward emitted655

Ps (at least (16 ± 4) %) is observed in the thinnest target.656

TABLE III. Maximum total and measured amounts of for-
ward emitted Ps and corresponding positron implantation en-
ergies for the membranes of 3.5 µm, 5.0 µm, 6.3 µm, and 7.7
µm. The values for the membranes of 5.0 µm and 7.7 µm
after re-etching and re-oxidation are also reported.

.657

E. Effect of the nanochannel size enlargement on658

the Ps emission in transmission659

As discussed in a previous work dealing with convert-660

ers in reflection [14], the nanochannel size affects the661

FIG. 8. Panel a): o-Ps fraction, F3γ , vs. positron implanta-
tion energy E measured in the 24 µm membrane (up triangle)
and the 24 µm membrane after re-etching and re-oxidation
(empty up triangle). The continuous lines are the best fits ob-
tained by the diffusion model described in Ref.[14] (see text).
Panel b): o-Ps fraction, F3γ , vs. positron implantation energy
E measured in the membranes of 24 µm (empty up triangle),
7.7 µm (down triangle), and 5.0 µm (square) after re-etching
and re-oxidation. The vertical arrows mark the excess of 3γ
annihilations due to the Ps emission in transmission (see text).
Statistical errors are reported.

Ps diffusion length and consequently the amount of Ps662

able to reach the target surface and being emitted into663

the vacuum. This is expected to be the case also for664

Ps emitted in transmission. In Fig.8a, we compare the665

F3γ(E) measured in the target of 24 µm (analyzed in666

detail in Sec.III.B and III.C) to the membrane produced667

with the same etching time but succesively re-etched and668

re-oxidized.669

The continuous lines are the best fits of the F3γ(E) curves670

in the region of monotonic decrease obtained with the dif-671

fusion model mentioned in Sec.III.B. A single re-etching672

and re-oxidation cycle increase the nanochannel size from673

5-8 nm to 7-10 nm and a more than doubling of the Ps674

diffusion length from (760 ± 80) nm to (1800 ± 200) nm675

is observed. In Fig.8b, the F3γ(E) curves measured in the676

re-etched membranes of 24 µm, 7.7 µm and 5.0 µm (min-677

imum thickness survived to a re-etching and re-oxidation678

cycle) are reported. As seen for etched targets (Fig.3b),679

also F3γ(E) curves of the thinnest re-etched membranes680

show an excess of 3γ annihilations with respect to the681
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FIG. 9. Measured amounts (full symbols) and total amounts (measured + corrected amounts) (empty symbols) of o-Ps
3γ annihilations generated by Ps emitted from the membranes of 7.7 µm re-etched once (panel a) and 5.0 µm re-etched once
(panel b). The vertical lines mark the energy above which the contribution due to fast Ps emission in reflection vanishes and
all the signal can be ascribed to Ps emission in transmission. The measured amount of Ps emitted in transmission is marked
with a parallel lines pattern while the corrected amount is marked with homogeneous color. Statistical errors are reported.
See text for details.

F3γ(E) curve of the membrane 24 µm thick. These ex-682

cesses, consistent with Ps emission in transmission, occur683

at E ∼ 15 keV in the target of 7.7 µm and at E ∼ 12684

keV in the one of 5.0 µm (see Fig.8b).685

The procedure described in the previous sections was ap-686

plied to estimate the measured and corrected amounts687

of Ps forward emitted by the re-etched targets. These688

amounts are reported in Fig.9a for the target of 7.7 µm689

and in Fig.9b for the target of 5.0 µm. The behavior of690

the corrected and measured amounts of o-Ps 3γ annihi-691

lations generated by Ps emitted from the re-etched mem-692

branes is similar to the ones observed in the not-re-etched693

ones. The maximum measured and total amounts of694

Ps forward emitted by these re-etched membranes are695

reported in TABLE III together with the correspond-696

ing positron implantation energies. Both the maximum697

measured and total amounts show a tendency to the in-698

crease with respect to the ones observed in the etched699

membranes with the same thickness. In particular, the700

maximum measured amounts of forward emitted Ps are701

moderately higher than the ones of the corresponding702

etched membranes of Fig.7. As these measured amounts703

are due to Ps slow enough to annihilate not far from704

the target, their increase could indicate that the size of705

nanochannels subjected to a re-etching cycle (7-10 nm)706

allows a more efficient forward emission of Ps with lower707

velocity. A rough evaluation, reported in the Appendix,708

shows that at least 9 %, 4 %, and 4 % of Ps atoms is for-709

ward emitted with an energy below 1 eV when positrons710

are implanted with an energy of around 9, 11, and 12 keV711

in the membranes 3.5, 5, and 6.3 µm thick, respectively.712

This amount is at least 5 % in the 5 µm re-etched mem-713

brane when positrons are implanted at energies of 13 keV.714

Doppler spectroscopy measurements of the 13S → 23P715

[12, 21, 23, 59] would be necessary for characterizing the716

velocity spectrum of the forward emitted Ps. At the717

present, the bunched positron beam at our availability718

[60] does not allow this set of measurements due to the719

high E (larger than ∼8 keV) required for the emission of720

Ps in transmission. Modifications of the positron bunch-721

ing system to reach high e+ implantation energy values722

[60] are under study.723

IV. CONCLUSIONS724

In the present work, we have investigated the Ps for-725

ward emission from a novel kind of transmission e+/Ps726

converters: silicon membranes with thickness between727

3.5 µm and 24 µm and with pass-through nanochannels728

(of size tuned between 5-8 nm and 7-10 nm) produced729

by electrochemical etching and detachment. Depth pro-730

filed 3γ-2γ annihilation ratio measurements pointed out731

evidences of Ps forward emission from membranes thin-732

ner than around (7.7 ± 1.3) µm while no Ps emission in733

transmission has been observed in thicker targets when734

e+ are implanted with an energy up to 26 keV. From735

the thinnest membrane (3.5 ± 0.5) µm produced with736

nanochannel size of 5-8 nm, a maximum of, at least, (16737

± 4) % of e+ in the target has been found to be emitted738

in transmission. A similar maximum amount, at least (16739

± 5) %, was found to be emitted from a membrane (7.7740

± 1.3) µm thick with nanochannel size of 7-10 nm. These741

values make the present targets almost two times more742

efficient than the e+/Ps transmission converters avail-743

able until now [23]. These values are lower than the ones744

observed in reflection, nevertheless the geometrical ad-745

vantages offered by transmission configuration over the746

reflection one make the present membranes a promising747

option for all the applications where Ps transport is re-748

quired.749

A characterization of the kinetic energy of the Ps emitted750
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in transmission remains to be done. This is of great im-751

portance for the present membranes because the Ps for-752

ward emission is observed for high positron implantation753

energies, i.e. using positrons with a large implantation754

profile. Consequently, Ps atoms emitted in transmission755

are expected to exhibit a wide energy distribution.756
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APPENDIX: MONTE-CARLO SIMULATIONS OF767

EMITTED POSITRONIUM768

Monte-Carlo simulations were performed to study the769

detection efficiency of the Ps decay events within the ge-770

ometry of our experimental chamber as a function of the771

Ps emission energy. A recently released simulation pack-772

age based on the Geant4 toolkit and optimized for per-773

forming studies related to the different decay modes of774

positronium atoms [61] was used. The package allows775

studying the decays of Ps atoms under different environ-776

mental conditions, e.g., in vacuum or in materials, by777

providing the average lifetime of Ps atoms [62]. Fig.10778

represents the schematic of the vacuum chamber used to779

perform the simulations. The formed Ps atoms are as-780

sumed to be emitted downward from the origin (0,0,0)781

within a total opening angle of 120◦ [63]. Two cylindri-782

cal housing cups made of aluminum with a radius of 4.5783

cm, length of 10 cm and thickness 0.5 cm are placed on784

both sides of the origin with the bases at (±3 cm,0,0),785

respectively. Around these cups, two hollow cylindrical786

shields of 0.5 cm of tungsten are placed (grey cylinders in787

Fig.10). A HPGe crystal with a diameter of 6.2 cm and a788

length of 6.7 cm (dark cylinder in Fig.10) is encapsulated789

in the right hand side cup. The face of the detector is at790

3.5 cm from the origin. A set of Monte-Carlo simulations791

was performed by changing the energies of the Ps atoms792

emitted in transmission in the range from 0.1 up to 10793

eV [10]. o-Ps is assumed to amount to 3/4 of the total794

formed Ps while p-Ps is the remaining 1/4. Contrary to795

the short-lived p-Ps, the relatively long-lived o-Ps can fly796

away from the origin escaping from the detector view or797

reach the chamber walls.798

The event-by-event fate of o-Ps atoms is simulated as799

follows:800

• first, the emission angle of o-Ps in spherical coor-801

dinates was randomly selected: the angle φ was802

FIG. 10. Schematic representation of the target chamber with
a radius of 7.9 cm. Positron beam is implanted from the top
in the target shown as a horizontal line at the origin (0,0,0).
Ps atoms emitted in transmission exit from the bottom of
the target. The two aluminum cylindrical housing cups are
represented in light grey and are surrounded by the two hollow
cylindrical tungsten shields in dark gray. The HPGe detector
(dark cylinder) is encapsulated in the cylindrical housing on
the right.

assumed to be within the azimuthal angle of 60◦803

with respect to the y-axis. The polar angle Θ was804

simulated between 0 to 2π. The choise of the angle805

determines the line along which o-Ps travels.806

• The velocity of the o-Ps atoms corresponding to a807

fixed o-Ps emission energy was calculated.808

• A time-step of 0.5 ns was introduced.809

• The fate of the o-Ps atom was tested at every time-810

step by comparing the probability of its decay for811

the fixed time-step in vacuum (1− e−0.5ns/142ns =812

0.0035) with a randomly generated number in a813

uniform interval 0 to 1. If the generated number814

is smaller than the probability (0.0035), o-Ps atom815

annihilates into 3 photons.816

• The total travel distance (r) was calculated using817

the time (summing over time steps) multiplied by818

the o-Ps velocity.819

• Using the selected angles (φ, Θ) and r, the anni-820

hilation vertex was determined and its Cartesian821

coordinates (x,y,z) were calculated.822

• The additional channel of the o-Ps atom decaying823

into 2 back-to-back annihilation photons due to824

the pick-off process was considered when the o-Ps825

reaches the walls of the experimental chamber826

before self-annihilation.827

828
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The simulation of the spatial distribution of annihila-829

tion vertices of o-Ps atoms emitted with an energy of 5830

eV is shown, as an example, in Fig.11. In the figure, red831

points represent the vertices of o-Ps self-annihilation via832

3γ while blue points correspond to the positions of 2γ833

pick-off annihilations on the chamber walls.834

FIG. 11. Reconstructed vertices of the annihilation points of
o-Ps atoms emitted with an energy of 5 eV. The red color
shows the annihilation points of the o-Ps atoms decaying into
3γ while the blue color represents the vertices of the annihi-
lation points of the o-Ps atoms on the obstacles along their
trajectories. In this case, the o-Ps atoms are assumed to an-
nihilate into two back-to-back 511 keV photons.

By knowing the annihilation vertex of each o-Ps atom,835

the decay channel (self-annilation in 3γ or pick-off anni-836

hilation in 2γ on the chamber walls) and the geometry837

of the detector region, the energy deposited in the HPGe838

by each annihilation event was simulated. In Fig.12, the839

energy deposition spectra computed assuming the anni-840

hilation of 108 Ps atoms (3/4 o-Ps and 1/4 p-Ps) with841

three different emission energies are reported. The red842

line shows the energy deposition spectra in the HPGe843

crystal for the Ps atoms emitted with a kinetic energy of844

0.1 eV. The dash-dotted green and the blue dashed lines845

represent spectra for Ps atoms emitted with an energy846

of 5 eV and 10 eV, respectively. The energy deposition847

spectrum given by the annihilation of 108 positrons in848

the target was also simulated and it is shown as a black849

line.850

The decrease (increase) of the counts in the valley area851

(peak area) with the increase of the Ps kinetic energy852

reflects the presence of o-Ps atoms escaping from the view853

of the detector (annihilating via pick-off on the chamber854

walls). The 3γ -2γ ratio of Ps, R parameter (see section855

II.A), was calculated as the ratio between the valley and856

the peak areas of the simulated spectra as a funtion of the857

Ps energy (EPs). The curve (R(EPs)−R0)/(R1−R0) is858

shown in Fig.13. R0 and R1 are the normalization terms859

calculated as the V/P ratios in the spectrum without860

Ps formation and in the spectrum with the lowest Ps861

FIG. 12. Energy spectra deposition inside the HPGe detector
given by annihilation photons of 108 Ps emitted with 0.1 eV
(red), 5 eV (green dash-dotted line) and 10 eV (blue dashed
line). The energy deposition spectrum given by the annihila-
tion of 108 positrons in the target is also shown (black line).
The experimental energy windows used for the valley region
(410-500 keV) and peak region (506.75-515.25 keV) are indi-
cated as dashed boxes.

emission energy (i.e. with 100 % of Ps formation and a862

negligible fraction of not detected Ps), respectively.863

FIG. 13. (R − R0)/(R1 − R0) curve as a function of the
Ps kinetic energy, EPs. The parallel lines pattern marks the
detected o-Ps fraction while the homogeneous color marks the
undetected o-Ps fraction

From the Monte-Carlo simulation is not possible to cal-864

culate the F3γ(E) fraction to be compared with data of865

Fig.7 and 9 because the Monte-Carlo would need as in-866

put the number and the energy distribution of Ps atoms867

reaching the back surface of the membrane and emit-868

ted into vacuum at each positron implantation energy.869
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As said in Sec.III.D, such information as a function of870

the positron implantation energy cannot be extracted871

from the measurements. Nevertheless, a rough indication872

about the kinetic energy of Ps emitted in transmission873

from our targets can be achieved. Indeed, the simulation874

in Fig.13 points out that the fraction of undetected Ps875

is null for kinetic energy lower than around 1 eV and it876

quickly increases only above this value. Let us now look877

at the experimental measurements taking into account878

this finding. If we consider, for example, the panel d) of879

Fig.7, we can see that the fraction of undetected o-Ps is880

negligible up to E = 9 keV and it increases only above881

that positron implantation energy. This indicates that882

the overall emitted o-Ps in transmission from the target883

3.5 µm thick at E < 9 keV (at least 9 % of the implanted884

positrons) has a kinetic energy lower than 1 eV. Above885

E = 9 keV , the undetected fraction quickly increases886

pointing out the presence of an increasing amount of for-887

ward emitted Ps faster than 1 eV. The same reasoning888

can be done for the other targets (with the exception of889

the 7.7 µm samples where the measured amounts are890

quite faint at the energy E at which the fraction of un-891

detected o-Ps is no more negligible; panels a) of Fig.7 and892

Fig.9). The amount of forward emitted Ps with the en-893

tire kinetic energy distribution below 1 eV is ∼ 4 % both894

in 5.0 µm and 6.3 targets for E = 11 keV and 12 keV ,895

respectively. In the 5.0 µm re-etched target, the fraction896

of forward emitted Ps slower than 1 eV is at least ∼ 5 %897

at E = 13 keV .898
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